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Our retail-inspired fashion basics 
all feature a common DNA…

Welcome to the 
summer 2021 

Vanilla collection

The perfect print surface.
 Our fabrics are developed and extensively tested to 
 ensure they provide the optimum surface for decoration.

Adhesive or tear-out labels for simple rebranding.

Soft handle giving greater wearer comfort.

Superior ‘wash and wear performance’.

Ethically sourced and made with love and 
 consideration for the environment. 

Put simply, our clothing makes a great base for your brand!

vanillaffp vanillaffp



Breathable 
Due to organic cotton being a 
natural, breathable fibre, it will 
keep you cool and comfortable 
in warm weather since it doesn’t 
trap heat and allows moisture to 
evaporate. It will also keep you 
insulated in cold weather. 

Durable 
Organic cotton is more durable 
than conventional cotton because 
organic cotton hasn’t been 
processed with strong harsh 
chemicals which weaken and 
damage the fibres. Organic cotton 
fibres are also longer and have a 
stronger structure. 

Biodegradable 
Not only can organic cotton be 
recycled, but it’s also compostable. 
Plants biodegrade and due to 
cotton being a plant it can break 
down back into the environment to 
be used by the soil. 

Hypo-Allergenic 
Due to organic cotton being 
processed with no harmful 
chemicals, it’s better for your skin 
and for health. It’s hypo- allergenic 
which means it won’t cause 
irritation for people with skin issues 
or with sensitive skin. 

Organic Range is GOTS 
Certified 
The Global Organic 
Textile Standard is known 

for its respected certification and 
demanding criteria. GOTS ensure 
that environmental, ethical and 
social standards are met. Choosing 
a garment that has been GOTS 
certified ensures that the fibres 
of the raw material have been 
grown and produced in a non-
harmful way, avoiding damage to 
the environment and to the health 
of the farmers. GOTS also regulate 
production to ensure fair trade and 
safe working conditions for the 
farmers.

BENEFITS FOR WEARING ORGANIC COTTON WHY CHOOSE ORGANIC COTTON? 
For the Planet 
When producing organic cotton, no 
toxic chemicals flow into the soil 
or any connecting rivers, lakes or 
seas. During production, any water 
used can be recycled and returned 
to the soil, rivers, lakes or seas 
without causing any harm. This is 
considered organic farming. It also 
has less impact on air pollution and 
uses 88% less water and 62% less 
energy than conventional cotton 
production. 

For the Farmers 
Due to organic cotton being 
grown without the use of chemical 
pesticides or fertilisers, it protects 
the well-being of farmers and their 
communities. According to data 
from the UN, an average of 200,000 
people die from toxic exposure to 
chemicals used in standard cotton 
production per year across the 
world. 

ORGANIC
Cotton 
collection
Everything manufactured has an 
impact on the planet, from fabric 
production to dying, stitching to 
shipping. So, if you are mindful to 
minimise your footprint wherever 
you can, all Vanilla products are 
thoughtfully designed and ethically 
sourced. However, if 100% organic 
cotton is your thing, this is the 
perfect range for you!
 
Unlike some organic garments, 
Vanilla’s organic range boasts 100% 
sustainable cotton, rather than a 
blend. This ensures an exceptional 
surface for both DTG and screen 
print decoration. 

ORGANIC COTTON 
Organic Cotton is a natural GMO 
free fibre which means the seeds 
have not been genetically modified. 
The production is grown without 
the use of chemical pesticides, 
fertilizers and insecticides. This 
encourages farmers to use natural 
methods like crop rotation to be 
able to keep the soil more fertile 
and healthy. A healthier soil means 
during floods, the soil can soak 
up and retain the water for longer 
periods during droughts. 

Organic Cotton is also planet 
friendly as it uses less water than
conventional cotton production. 
Due to most organic cotton being 
grown in areas that have higher 
rainfall, this means that farmers 
can rely on rain to water their 
cotton, instead of having to extract 
water from the ground which 
usually puts pressure on local and 
global water supplies. 



VAN111 MEN’S  ·  VAN411 KIDS

ORGANIC  
COTTON TEE

SIZES  
VAN111 XS - 3XL 
VAN411 1-2 - 9-10 yrs

FABRIC 
100% combed ringspun organic cotton 
(dark grey melange: 85/15 organic cotton/viscose)   

WEIGHT 
140gsm

FEATURES 
Crew neck. Self fabric back neck and shoulder tape. 
Side seams for enhanced fit. Tear out label.

COLOURS 

We believe this is the 
softest organic cotton 
tee you can buy. 
The perfect backcloth 
for DTG and screen 
printing! 

white dark grey
melange

military 
green

midnight black

VAN411 available in white & black only



SIZES
VAN202 XXS - 4XL  

VAN411  1-2 - 9-10 yrs

FABRIC 
100% combed ringspun organic cotton 

(heather grey: 90/10 organic cotton/viscose)

WEIGHT 
280gsm    

FEATURES 
Over the head hoodie. Kangaroo front pocket. 

Self colour single jersey lined hood with flat tape cord 
running through channel. Tear out label.

COLOURS 

white

heather grey

graphite

midnight

black

VAN202 men’s  ·  VAN402 kids

ORGANIC HOODIE



SIZES
XS - 3XL  

FABRIC 
100% combed ringspun organic cotton 

(heather grey: 90/10 organic cotton/viscose)

WEIGHT 
280gsm

FEATURES 
Self colour jersey tape to back neck. Taped 
shoulders. Full needle double layered cuff 
welt and neck trim. Twin needle stitched 

armhole and neck. Tear out label.

COLOURS 

VAN203

ORGANIC 
SWEAT
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white heather
grey

graphite midnight black



SIZES 
VAN100 XS - 2XL  
VAN500 8 - 16  

FABRIC 
100% polyester  

WEIGHT 
180gsm    

FEATURES 
Removable label. Fashion fit. Crew 
neck. Side seams for enhanced fit. 
Self fabric back neck and shoulder 
tape. Ideal for sublimation.    

COLOURS

Our his and hers subli 
vests are stylish, relaxed 
and perfect for 
personalisation. Being 
100% polyester makes 
these Vanilla vests ideal 
for sublimation printing.

VAN100 MEN’S
VAN500 women’s

subli 
vest

white



SIZES 
VAN101 XS - 3XL  
VAN501 8 - 16  
VAN401  1-2 - 9-10 yrs

FABRIC 
100% polyester    

WEIGHT 
180gsm   

FEATURES 
Removable label. Slim fit. 
Crew neck. Side seams 
for enhanced fit. Self 
fabric back neck and 
shoulder tape. Ideal for 
sublimation. 
VAN501 Scoop neck. 
Relaxed fit. Dropped 
back hem.    

COLOURS

This modern subli tee is 
perfect for sublimation. 
A great blank canvas to 
decorate your way.

VAN101 MEN’S
VAN501 women’s
VAN401 kids

SUBLI 
TEE

white



SIZES 
VAN102 XS - 2XL  
VAN502 8 - 16    

FABRIC 
65% polyester 
35% cotton    

WEIGHT 
160gsm   

FEATURES 
Removable label.
Slim fit. Crew neck. 
Self fabric back 
neck and shoulder 
tape. Side seams 
for enhanced fit. 

THE 
ESSENTIAL TEE

This versatile 
65/35 tee can 
be decorated 
using a variety 
of techniques

white

silver melange

black

khaki
VAN102 only

light blue melange
VAN102 only

pink melange
VAN502 only

COLOURSVAN102 
MEN’S
VAN502 
women’s



WHITE PANEL TEE
SIZES 
VAN103 XS - 2XL  VAN403 1-2 - 9-10 yrs    

FABRIC 
100% polyester (front)  65% polyester 35% cotton (back, sleeves & neck)    

WEIGHT 
180gsm (front)  160gsm (back, sleeves & neck)    

FEATURES 
Removable label. Slim fit. Crew neck. Mixed fabric. Printable front panel.    

COLOURS

The classic black tee with a twist - a white front panel 
designed for top to bottom sublimation printing.

VAN103 MEN’S  ·  VAN403 KIDS

white
black



SUBLI  
POCKET 
TEE

Say goodbye to cut 
and sew pockets. 
This innovative style 
combines a 100% 
cotton tee with 100% 
polyester pocket and 
back neck yoke for 
quick and easy 
sublimation printing.

Create tees with the 
wow factor in super 
quick time!

VAN105 MEN’S  ·  VAN405 kids

SIZES 
VAN105 XS - 2XL  
VAN405 1-2 - 9-10 yrs 

FABRIC 
100% cotton (silver: 90% cotton 10% viscose) 
100% polyester (pocket & yoke)

WEIGHT 
140gsm 
180gsm (pocket)     

FEATURES 
Removable label. Slim fit. Crew neck. 
Side seams for enhanced fit. Printable pocket 
and back neck yoke.

COLOURS

black
white

silver melange
white

white
white

VAN105 
only

midnight
white

VAN105 
only



A signature item in the Vanilla 
range, our Baseball Tees are cool 

and comfortable. Featuring 
contrast raglan sleeves and crew 

neck with contrast trim. Add 
decoration to the front or back or 

maybe both for added impact!

SIZES 
VAN104 XS - 2XL  

VAN503 8 - 16  
VAN404 1-2 - 9-10 yrs

FABRIC 
100% polyester (body)

65% polyester 35% cotton (sleeves & neck)    

WEIGHT 
180gsm (body)  

160gsm (sleeves & neck)

FEATURES 
Removable label. Raglan sleeves. Slim fit. 

Long sleeves (VAN503 3/4 sleeves). 
Crew neck. Side seams for enhanced fit.

COLOURS 

BASEBALL TEE
VAN104 MEN’S  ·  VAN503 WOMEN’S  ·  VAN404 kidS

white
crimson
VAN104
VAN404

white
silver 

melange
VAN104
VAN503

white
black

VAN104
VAN503
VAN404

white 
midnight

VAN104

white 
indigo blue

VAN503

white
charcoal
melange

VAN104

white
burgundy

VAN503



pink
melange
VAN600 

only

SIZES 
VAN200 XS - 2XL  
VAN600 8 - 16    

FABRIC 
65% polyester 35% cotton French terry backed jersey    

WEIGHT 
250gsm    

FEATURES 
Removable label. Raglan sleeves. Regular fit. Crew 
neck. Double layer ribbed cuff and hem. Dropped 
shoulder (VAN600 only). Cover seam details (VAN600 
only).

COLOURS 

65/35 
sweatshirts

VAN200 MEN’S raglan
VAN600 women’s

white silver
melange

black



VAN201

65/35 raglan 

HOODIE

SIZES 
XXS - 2XL    

FABRIC 
65% polyester 35% cotton 
French terry backed jersey  

WEIGHT 
250gsm    

FEATURES 
Removable label. Regular 
fit. Raglan sleeves. Over the 
head styling. Cover seam 
detailing. Kangaroo front 
pocket.

COLOURS 

white

silver melange

black

VAN233
men’s cotton face 

HOODIE

SIZES 
XXS - 4XL    

FABRIC 
80% cotton 20% polyester 
brushed backed jersey
(100% cotton face)  

WEIGHT 
280gsm    

FEATURES 
Self-colour jersey lined hood. 
Jersey binding to back neck. 
Flat lace drawcord through 
hood. Vanilla adhesive back 
neck sticker.

COLOURS 

white

burgundy

heather 
grey

bottle

dark 
grey

midnight

graphite

black



VAN300

MEN’S 
JOGGER
SIZES 
XS - 2XL   

FABRIC 
65% polyester 
35% cotton French terry backed jersey     

WEIGHT 
250gsm    

FEATURES 
Removable label. Slim fit. Two side 
pockets and back patch pocket. 
Elasticated waist with cord tie.    

COLOURS

SIZES 
8 - 16 

FABRIC 
65% polyester 
35% cotton 
French terry backed jersey    

WEIGHT 
250gsm    

FEATURES 
Removable label. Slim fit. 
Elasticated waist with cord 
tie. Shaped leg openings.

COLOURS

silver
melange

VAN701

woMEN’S 
short

silver
melange

pink
melange



available exclusively at

yourvanilla.com

®

xpres.co.uk

&

We believe in responsible design and only develop 
quality garments that are made to last.

All factories that manufacture Vanilla garments 
hold at least one of the following ethical audits – 
WRAP, BSCI or SEDEX - in fact most hold all three!

None of our garments contain any of the current 
substances of very high concern in accordance to 
European Regulation (EC) 2006/1907 – 
Reach Regulation.

All components used in our garments have been 
tested to Oeko-Tex Standard 100 and hold a 
current certificate testifying this fact.

We are committed to acting ethically, with 
integrity and are transparent in all business 
dealings. We dedicate ourselves to putting effective 
systems and controls in place to safeguard against 
any form of modern slavery taking place within the 
business or supply chain.

Our management team regularly audit all of our 
garment manufacturing facilities and key suppliers 
to these factories.

A full copy of our ethical statement is available at 
yourvanilla.com

Vanilla clothing is made 
with love and total respect 
for people and the 
environment.

TOPS 

To fit XXS XS S M L XL 2XL

Chest inches 28-30 32-34 36-38 40 42 44 46-48 

Chest cms 71-76 81-86 92-97 102 107 112 117-122

European 38-40 42-44 46-48 50 52 54 56-58
 

JOGGERS 

To fit - XS S M L XL 2XL

Waist inches - 26-28 29-31 32-34 35-36 37-38 39-40 

Waist cms - 66-71 74-79 81-86 89-91 94-96 99-101

MEN’S SIZING

TOPS 

To fit 8 10 12 14 16

UK XS S M L XL 

Bust inches 30 32 34 36 38

Bust cms 76 81 86 91 96

Euro 34 36 38 40 42

France/Spain 36 38 40 42 44

Italy 40 42 44 46 48
 

SHORTS 

To fit 8 10 12 14 16

Waist inches 23 25 27 29 31

Waist cms 59 64 69 74 79

WOMEN’S SIZING

TOPS 

Age 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10

Height cms 80-92 88-104 110-116 122-128 134-140

Chest cms 49-53 55-57 59-61 63-67 70-73

KIDS SIZING

This is a general guide only. 
Please see our website for individual garment technical specifications.

HOW WE 
MEASURE UP


